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"I am Ra. We came to your peoples to enunciate the Law of One. We wished to impress upon those who wished to learn of unity that in unity all paradoxes are resolved; all that is broken is healed; all that is forgotten is brought to light." For thousands of years those of Ra have sought to teach the Law of One to seekers of truth on Earth who wished to learn of the unity or oneness of all things. This basic law of all creation is buried deep within each of our hearts because we
really are one in love and in light, the building blocks of the universe. We are all manifestations of the One Infinite Creator. We are the Creator. We are not learning this law for the first time but are remembering it yet again as all mystics have taught throughout Earth's history. Our journey of self-realization is the discovery or remembrance of this essential truth, our essential identity. A waking up, as some have called it, within an illusion of separation. Don Elkins and Carla
L. Rueckert worked together for 12 years to perfect the channeling process and receive philosophical inspiration and guidance from extraterrestrial sources. When Jim McCarty joined them in 1980 they began to receive a new and unique type of channeling contact from those of Ra. Through this contact, Ra shared information to help seekers of truth deepen their awareness and acceptance of self and other, and to help Earth move into the emerging fourth density of love
and understanding. This book is the transcript from the recording of that conversation between the Questioner and Ra. Through questions & answers, the metaphysical blueprint of spiritual evolution is explored, from the microcosm to the macrocosm, from the particulars of life on this planet to the life of the cosmos, to the possibilities of healing, transformation, and self-realization for spiritual seekers and wanderers. * * * * * * * * * The Ra Contact: Teaching the Law of One
Volume 2 contains Ra contact sessions 57-106. As with all L/L Research material, this book can be read for free in PDF form on the archive website www.llresearch.org.
I’m rich, angry and powerful, and I have one thing in my sights—revenge. Nothing’s going to stop me from executing my plan and taking down the man who dares to call himself my father. Not even her. Curves for days, hair a man can wrap his fist around, and a mouth begging to be owned, Temple thinks she can stop me. Dragging her into my world, putting a target on her back—it’s all part of the plan. Claiming her wasn’t. But now I’m addicted to playing her
traitorous body like a weapon, and the only thing that will save me is sacrificing her. There’s a reason they call me “Sin”. *DEVIANT SIN is a standalone in the Cruel Desires series Cruel Desires Series DEVIANT SIN CRUEL SAINT BAD ANGEL VICIOUS STORM Topics: Dark College Romance, Dark Romance, Romantic Suspense, Contemporary Romance, Alpha Heroes, Bad Boy Romance, Steamy Romance, Sexy Romance, Hot Romance, Insta Love
Romance, Enemies to Lovers, Suspense Series, Romantic Suspense Series, Dominant Hero Romance, Alpha, Captivating Romance, Swoon Worthy Romance, Possessive Hero Romance, HFN, HEA, Dominant Heroes, Sassy Heroines, Romance Series, Cruel Desires Series, Lee Piper, Lee Piper Author.
The 10th-anniversary edition of this landmark investigation into how the Internet is dramatically changing how we think, remember and interact, with a new afterword.
I'm not supposed to want him, but I do. I'm not supposed to need him, but I can't stop. I'm not supposed to love him, but my heart won't listen. Most of all? I'm definitely, under no circumstances, supposed to sleep with him. Grant "Wrecker" Harrison spent three years of his life locked away. He's out and he's tired of hiding. He wants everyone, even his father Judge President of the Death Lords MC, to know she's his. Chelsea Weaver loves Grant even though she knows its
wrong. She knew it was wrong when she gave him her virginity and she knows it's still wrong three years later...because Grant's her stepbrother and Judge is the only father she's ever known.
Last Hit
a Dark Mafia Romance
Legal Heat
Sins
The Mafia Don's Captive
Americans' Beliefs About How Government Should Work

Although part of the Chicago Syndicate world, Black Hat Hacker is a complete standalone and can be enjoyed either with or without reading the rest of the series. You don't know me.But that's only because I don't want you to. I have the most lucrative job in the country as a hacker in the notorious underworld. I've built entire systems and destroyed evidence for career advancement while stealing and exploiting data for personal gain. I'm
the black hat hacker for the Chicago Syndicate and hold all the dirty secrets of the most powerful men in the U.S. in the palm of my hands, just a keystroke away from mass ruination. However, no one knows my dirty secret, a decision from my past that's just aching to blow up in my face and shatter my future. Especially when a certain wavy haired brunette begins to demand my attention with her odd ways and her carefree attitude. She's
a woman who makes me go against everything I've ever believed.A woman whom I'm forbidden from having my usual one-night stand with, even if she was available.A woman whom I have to keep from getting herself killed, whether she likes it or not. You don't know me, but neither does she...yet. A standalone novel from the Chicago Syndicate world. Chicago Syndicate series #1 Organized Crime 2015. A contemporary romantic
suspense Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel: For Fallon (Chicago Syndicate, #1).
The nation as we know it is a thing of the past. With the male species on the verge of extinction, a society called the End Men is formed to save the world. Folsom Donahue is one of twelve men whose sole purpose is to repopulate the Regions. The endless days spent having sex with strangers leaves Folsom with an emptiness no amount of women, money, or status can fill. Until Gwen. Gwen has wanted a child for as long as she can
remember, but when she finally gets a chance to have her own, she uncovers a long-hidden truth. The injustice she sees moves her to help save the men whom no one else believes need saving. A forbidden love, grown in a time of despair, ignites a revolution. Folsom and Gwen, torn between their love for each other and their sense of duty, must make a choice. But some will stop at nothing to destroy them. Folsom is book one of the End
of Men series.
Cara Donovan found the Tears of Crimson vampire club by chance but her entire destiny would be found in one night there. The streets of New Orleans called to her soul and she left her small home town in Alabama to follow her dreams. She had always done the right thing and lived her life to the demanding morals she had been raised to believe but one meeting with the mysterious owner of the club would change everything. Rafe was
concerned with only one thing and that was keeping the dark secrets of his race hidden, until Cara walked through the doors of Tears of Crimson. Her innocence tempted the demon inside of him and demanded he devour her soul. What remained of his humanity refused to give in to the temptation and the internal war began. As he fights against his own temptation she is compelled by the lure of his vampire nature and her first taste of
desire. There was no middle ground, to have him she would have to surrender her soul and walk into a world that defied all logical explanation. To take her he would destroy everything she believed and leave her damned for an eternity. Eternal love and eternal damnation, surrender to the endless nights at Tears of Crimson.
Camilla Guillermo's life has been turned upside down ever since she joined the Chicago Syndicate and was reunited with Adriano Montesi, the cocky and charismatic Mafia man who captured her heart two years ago. Finally, she has a family that she can depend on and the one man she's always wanted but who was never truly hers before. Adriano's a man on a mission, yet Cam's magnetic pull toward him doesn't waver while he's busy
building a new empire. Although as his lustful affair with Cam grows into an undeniable love that neither of them can fight any longer, it also brings numerous conflicting emotions to the surface. Emotions that seep into Adriano's psyche while he becomes one of the most powerful men in Chicago. Love within the Mafia is more than complicated; it's explosive. And now that Adriano and Cam are both members of the Chicago Syndicate,
not only has everything changed, but their new roles in their business lives are accompanied with new rules, new players, and new deadly enemies that must be dealt with while they're still cleaning up the dirt of their past. A romantic suspense. From Soraya Naomi, Amazon Bestselling Author of For Fallon and For Luca. Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel For Fallon (Chicago Syndicate,
#1).
The Shallows
Kingdom Fall
Black Hat Hacker
Deviant Sin
Containing All the Stories Not Included in Damon Runyon on Broadway
A contemporary romance/ romantic suspense in dual point of view. Love, lies, and betrayal in the intense and steamy first installment of the Chicago Syndicate series. We all have a facade, a concealed mask we wear to portray ourselves to the world. Fallon's mask is real, what you see is what you get. Growing up with
two loving parents in Chicago, graduating in Chicago, and now working a job she loves, she enjoys her life. Her untarnished world is shaken when Luca crosses her path. Luca's mask is tightly controlled. Distrust, rivalry, and violence rule his life. When confronted with insecurities, when the one you love wears his
mask perfectly, when your life unravels and you don't know why, do you keep trusting the person you love? Everyone has a facade. Everyone has an ulterior motive."
The Eisner Award-winning story about a student figuring out radical politics in a messy world Sophie is young and queer and into feminist theory. She decides to study abroad, choosing Paris for no firm reason beyond liking French comics. Feeling a bit lonely and out of place, she’s desperate for community and a
sense of belonging. She stumbles into what/who she’s looking for when she meets Zena. An anarchist student-activist committed to veganism and shoplifting, Zena offers Sophie a whole new political ideology that feels electric. Enamored—of Zena, of the idea of living more righteously—Sophie finds herself swept up in a
whirlwind friendship that blows her even further from her rural California roots as they embark on a disastrous hitchhiking trip to Amsterdam and Berlin, full of couch surfing, drug tripping, and radical book fairs. Capturing that time in your life where you’re meeting new people and learning about the world—when
everything feels vital and urgent—The Contradictions is Sophie Yanow’s fictionalized coming-of-age story. Sophie’s attempts at ideological purity are challenged time and again, putting into question the plausibility of a life of dogma in a world filled with contradictions. Keenly observed, frank, and very funny, The
Contradictions speaks to a specific reality while also being incredibly relatable, reminding us that we are all imperfect people in an imperfect world.
A standalone in series. Although part of the Chicago Syndicate world, For the Love of Luca is a standalone and can be enjoyed either with or without reading the rest of the series. I'm a man who has it all: power, love, and wealth.I'm a man who always needs to be in control.I'm a husband.I'm a murderer.I'm the
underboss of the Chicagoan mafia.I keep the world that Fallon and I have created in our home safe, and I'd sacrifice anything or anyone to protect the woman I love and my high ranking position without an ounce of remorse. Until my worst nightmare comes true and I lose control over my home and myself, posing a
challenge neither Fallon nor I ever anticipated.And I fear that being a good husband and being a good Mafioso might get one of us killed. A standalone novel from the Chicago Syndicate world. It's not necessary to have read book 1 and 2. A contemporary romantic suspense. A mafia romance novel. Chicago Syndicate
series #1 Organized Crime 2014/2015. Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel: For Fallon (Chicago Syndicate, #1).
With This Kiss: Part One Lady Grace Ryburn, the daughter of the Duke and Duchess of Ashbrook, has fallen wildly in love with Colin Barry, a dashing young lieutenant serving his country in the Royal Navy. When he returns home to exuberant celebrations, will he even notice the quiet wallflower he grew up with … or
will he fall for Grace's sparkling, gorgeous sister? Author's Note: Lady Grace is the eldest daughter of the Duke and Duchess of Ashbrook, from The Ugly Duchess, and Colin is the eldest adopted son of Sir Griffin Barry, from Seduced by a Pirate. In its entirety, With This Kiss is a 200-page double-length novella.
Mobster's Series Book 3
For Logan
The Count of Monte Cristo I
The Gangs of St. Louis
With This Kiss: Part One
For Fallon

More stories from Broadway, featuring Hot Horse Herbie, Philby the Weeper, Dave the Dude, Big Red, Benny the Blonde Jew and Little Pink.
William Kade is a ruthless businessman who plays dirty. He titillates all women and is rejected by none. An orphan who comes from nothing, William has built an empire from a gaming club and an illegal fight club with his best friend and mentor, Charles. However, when profits decline, Charles and William decide to open the first hardcore sex club in the U.S.With plans in the works to expand that business, they're forced to
take drastic measures to secure enough cash to pay the gaming club debts. Drastic measures that involve Ivy, a woman William already has unfinished business with. A woman who might be the only female that equally annoys and intrigues him.But when William and Ivy start playing a dangerous game, the stakes become higher with each passing day until no one can find a sane way out.A dark erotic, modern historical
romance.Free with Kindle UnlimitedFrom Soraya Naomi, International Bestselling Author of the Chicago Syndicate series.
Although part of the Chicago Syndicate world, The Lawyer and the Tramp is a complete standalone and can be enjoyed either with or without reading the rest of the series. The LawyerCarmine Montesi is a killer disguised as a refined lawyer.He's a loyal member of the notorious mafia - the Chicago Syndicate - and the boss just happens to be his brother.He has wealth, influence, and sinful looks and is rejected by no
woman.Until the moment feisty Eva ruins his New Year's Eve, when one heated encounter starts an illicit underworld game, placing them on opposite sides. The TrampEva Conley is an escort.She's working to make the money she desperately needs to pay an outstanding debt. That is, until he gets her fired. He's an ass.She's the enemy.They hate each other from the first time they meet. Carmine's only supposed to be her
assignment.And Eva's the one woman he isn't allowed to fall for.Because neither of them can sleep with the enemy and make it out alive... A standalone novel from the Chicago Syndicate world. A contemporary romantic suspense. A mafia romance novel. Chicago Syndicate series #1 Organized Crime 2014/2015. Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel: For Fallon (Chicago
Syndicate, #1).
The LawyerCarmine Montesi is a killer disguised as a refined lawyer.He’s a loyal member of the notorious mafia – the Chicago Syndicate – and the boss just happens to be his brother.He has wealth, influence, and sinful looks and is rejected by no woman.Until the moment feisty Eva ruins his New Year’s Eve, when one heated encounter starts an illicit underworld game, placing them on opposite sides. The TrampEva
Conley is an escort.She’s working to make the money she desperately needs to pay an outstanding debt. That is, until he gets her fired.He’s an ass.She’s the enemy.They hate each other from the first time they meet.Carmine’s only supposed to be her assignment.And Eva’s the one woman he isn’t allowed to fall for.Because neither of them can sleep with the enemy and make it out alive…A standalone novel from
the Chicago Syndicate world.From Soraya Naomi, International Bestselling Author of For Fallon and For Luca.Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel For Fallon (Chicago Syndicate, #1).
Dominic
A Decade of Change
The Man in Black
Death Lords MC
I Kid You Not
Mobster's Vendetta
Gia I’m the daughter of a foot soldier. The sister of a snitch. Monsters have been part of my life for as long as I can remember, but the morning I woke in that cold, abandoned cabin with Dominic Benedetti looming over me, I knew I’d met the darkest of them all. He took me to break me. But I’m
not so easy to break. And when he saw the mark on me, everything changed. But I’ve never believed in fairy tale endings and happily-ever-after doesn’t belong to people like us. Some love thrives in the light. Dominic and I, we belong in the dark. Dominic I’m the last-born son of the Mafia
King. The one with nothing to lose. I walked away from my family. Turned my back on everything that should have been mine and became what I was meant to be. A monster. Until the day I stood over Gia cowering in the corner of that decrepit cabin in the woods. Until I saw the mark they’d put on
her. It was then I understood something my father used to say. Keep your friends close, your enemies closer. My enemies had overplayed their hand. It was past time I returned to the family. Past time I collected the debts owed me. And long past time I punished those who betrayed me.
New from USA Today bestselling author Linzi Baxter, the first book in her exciting new romantic suspense series, Nova Satellite Security, a spinoff of her popular White Hat Security series. -----Lily didn't take much with her when she fled an abusive marriage. Just her young son and a load
emotional baggage no one can see. Thanks to her friend Kat, she's got a new job in a new town, a new life spread out before her.The last thing she needs is her long-dormant hormones noticing that her boss is a 12 out of 10 on the hotness scale.Freedom is just a signature away, but Jacob's ex
is holding the unsigned divorce papers over his head like a prize just out of reach. His irritation eases when he meets his new secretary, and he finds it's no hardship to follow his friend Kat's advice (or not-so-subtle threat) to treat Lily gently.Under Jacob's care and consideration, Lily
begins to believe in love again. But when her past tries to claw her back into a nightmare, she has no choice but to protect Jacob at all costs--even if it shatters her heart.
My soul was drawn to him. It isn’t about the danger or his dark beauty, it’s the connection I feel – the feeling of home I have with him even though I am miles away from it. -Megan, Mobster’s Vendetta The mob underworld never changes. It hides itself deep in the cities. The rules, people, and
danger are identical no matter where you go. Sometimes I wish things were different, but they're not. -Antonio, Mobster’s Vendetta Antonio and Megan have had to overcome severe challenges in the short time they have been together. Things just happen that way sometimes. Circumstance has kept
them apart, but their biggest challenge is yet to come. Power, greed, and malice can crush a person from the inside out. Antonio and Megan are in Chicago. Antonio needs to take care of business. Business that includes taking down his Uncle - for good. *MATURE YA sexual content, strong language
and violence. This is book three of the Mobster series. mobster romance books, organized crime romance, mafia romance novels, free ebooks store, new adult contemporary romance novel, free mobster book, mobsters and gangsters
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of time.
Stealth Democracy
How the Internet Is Changing the Way We Think, Read and Remember
Pursuing Phoenix
Sex Says
Chicago Syndicate, #7
Organized Crime in Pennsylvania

Includes autobiographical incidents, anecdotes, and sketches of other TV personalities.
St. Louis was a city under siege during Prohibition. Seven different criminal gangs violently vied for control of the town's illegal enterprises. Although their names (the Green Ones, the Pillow Gang, the Russo Gang, Egan's Rats, the Hogan Gang, the Cuckoo Gang and the Shelton Gang) are familiar to many, their exploits have remained largely undocumented until now.
Learn how an awkward gunshot wound gave the Pillow Gang its name, and read why Willie Russo's bizarre midnight interview with a reporter from the St. Louis Star involved an automatic pistol and a floating hunk of cheese. From daring bank robberies to cold-blooded betrayals, The Gangs of St. Louis chronicles a fierce yet juicy slice of the Gateway City's history that
rivaled anything seen in New York or Chicago.
A Russian boss. An Italian Princess. The truth of their union would change everything ... The Arrangement * Nothing will stop the Bratva mob boss from taking back what’s his and once he has her, he’ll do anything to keep her. Viviana “Vine” Carducci’s and Anton Avdonin’s marriage was decided over two decades ago. The deal between leading mafia families had more
on the line than anyone knew, even if the Bratva and Cosa Nostra shouldn’t have mixed. When Vine’s family is murdered and she’s left with nothing more than her grief to survive the mob world alone, she believes the arrangement won’t see the light of day. Anton can’t allow the one woman he was supposed to love get away. At the possibility of her life coming to a quick
end, he steps in with guns blazing knowing exactly what it might cost him: everything. But it’s been nearly a decade since their last meeting, and he can’t help but wonder if the woman he took back is the same girl he fell for all those years before. Under his protection and love, Vine is unable to forget their shared moments a lifetime ago, or the future she knows they’re
owed. When an old flame of Anton’s shows up to rip the veil off the carefully constructed secrets he’d been hiding, past lies surface, and Vine might just learn that nothing about her life was as it seemed. But, that’s nothing compared to the bomb about to blow. Can she see beyond the pain and blood it to take what she always wanted? And just how far will the mob
prince go to keep her safe? In a world where violence, deceit, and greed reign, your life is not your own, and sometimes, love has to be arranged. Book 1 of The Russian Guns
The crime boss. The hustling queen. Cross and Catherine Donati have been married five years, but the life they’ve chosen still has things to teach them yet. One can never become too comfortable in their business. Trouble soon follows. The principe and principessa are all grown up … It’s tough being at the top. When all Cross wants is to slow down the world, reality
has a way of speeding it back up. Just when Catherine thinks she’s learned everything her mother has to teach, more lessons come her way. A king and queen must protect their thrones … This is their life. This is their love. Always. Revered. And unruly.
The Contradictions
The King of Casinos
His Wild Desire
Nova Satellite Security
A Dark Mafia Romance
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition
Brielle He consumed my mind. I never even crossed his. From the moment I met Michael, mysteriously brooding and dressed like a dark angel, there was something electric between us. Or so I thought.What I believed was a seductive and undeniably raw attraction has ended up being something else entirely, something I never foresaw.Because he's a skilled liar and a master
manipulator, and I downright misread his intentions.And now I'm afraid that falling for the man in black might become my biggest regret. Michael An overwhelming remorse haunts me after losing my fiancée, but I'm not a man who can afford to lower my guard.I'm a ruthless criminal, one of the top members of the merciless mafia, the Chicago Syndicate, and I moved back
home to keep to myself and do a job.But when a curvaceous pastry chef with a beautiful smile and a possible link to my former life catches me in a reckless moment, I'm forced to watch her and strategize a plan.Because I'm not sure if she's out to get me or if she's just an innocent civilian who doesn't know that the restaurant she works at is actually a front to launder
Syndicate money.And I intend to find out if she's playing me while I'm playing her. But then the demons that haunt me force me to make a huge mistake... Deceit has a price-I just have to make sure I don't pay with her life. A standalone novel from the Chicago Syndicate world. A standalone in series. Although part of the Chicago Syndicate world, The Man in Black is a
complete standalone and can be enjoyed either with or without reading the rest of the series. A contemporary romantic suspense. A mafia romance novel. Chicago Syndicate series #1 Organized Crime 2014/2015/2016/2017. Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel: For Fallon (Chicago Syndicate, #1).
I was a nanny in need of a job. He was darkness personified. I had little to call my own. He was filthy rich, powerful, and dangerous. The assignment was simple, and my goal was too. Take care of his son. Keep my head down. When he least expects it, destroy him. It should have been easy. I thought it would be until I looked into his stark blue eyes. Kissing the enemy is a bad
idea, but so is falling in love with him. He doesn't know my crumbling foundation is built on lies. When he discovers the truth, I'll find out if he's as brutal as I believe. I came here to steal his life. I didn't count on him stealing my heart. A complete, full-length dark mafia romance standalone in the Underworld Kings series.
Betrayal is difficult to overcome when the trust is gone. Luca did everything for Fallon. But as the underboss of the Chicago Syndicate, he has an entire organization depending on him, and she is a weakness he can no longer afford. When Fallon's life continues to unravel, she will need Luca more than ever, but can she move beyond all the lies and deceit? The pull of love still
ties them together, but their secrets have driven them apart. Even after everything that's happened, Fallon owns Luca's heart, but the Chicago Syndicate owns his life. How can he be with the woman he loves yet still remain loyal to an organization that lives by its own rules, above any law? It's a choice he can't afford to make, and when nothing is as it seems, the ultimate
decision may mean life or death for Luca. A romantic suspense. A romantic thriller in dual point of view.
Adriano Montesi's life has always revolved around women, his family, and the Chicago Syndicate. As a Capo and Luca DeMiliano's right hand man, he's one of the four highest ranking men in the organization, and he's fought many to maintain his position. Adriano's current assignment is locating Camilla Guillermo, the one woman who's captured his attention beyond a simple
fuck. He and Cam have a history together that no one knows about, and now that she's disappeared, he's eager to find her and discover her sordid past. What might seem like a routine mission has become an obsession for Adriano. Italian beauty, Camilla Guillermo, is lost and alone in the world. Running away from a past that haunts her and the man that deceived her. But
wherever she goes, Adriano is always with her, always in her thoughts. Out of money and out of options, Cam has no place to turn but back to the Loop, back to the one place she wants to avoid. When Adriano finds Camilla, everything between them will change. No matter how much they are drawn to each other, Cam is now off limits by boss's orders. And in the Chicago
Syndicate, you don't defy the boss's orders unless you're prepared to live with the consequences. A romantic suspense. From Amazon Bestselling Author of For Fallon and For Luca.
For Luca
Willie Martello and the El Rey Club
Married to the Bad Boy
For Adriano
Understanding Healthcare Financial Management
The Ra Contact: Teaching the Law of One:

Americans often complain about the operation of their government, but scholars have never developed a complete picture of people s preferred type of government. In this provocative and timely book, Hibbing and Theiss-Morse, employing an original national survey and focus groups, report the governmental procedures Americans desire. Contrary to the prevailing view
that people want greater involvement in politics, most citizens do not care about most policies and therefore are content to turn over decision-making authority to someone else. People s wish for the political system is that decision makers be empathetic and, especially, non-self-interested, not that they be responsive and accountable to the people s largely nonexistent
policy preferences or, even worse, that the people be obligated to participate directly in decision making. Hibbing and Theiss-Morse conclude by cautioning communitarians, direct democrats, social capitalists, deliberation theorists, and all those who think that greater citizen involvement is the solution to society s problems.
From two bestselling authors—the first in a deliciously bold new series that takes readers to the most dangerous edge of desire . . . Nikolai: I have been a contract killer since I was a boy. For years I savored the fear caused by my name, the trembling at the sight of my tattoos. The stars on my knees, the marks on my fingers, the dagger in my neck, all spoke of danger.
If you saw my eyes, it was the last vision you’d have. I have ever been the hunter, never the prey. With her, I am the mark and I am ready to lie down and let her capture me. Opening my small, scarred heart to her brings out my enemies. I will carry out one last hit, but if they hurt her, I will bring the world down around their ears. Daisy: I’ve been sheltered from the
outside world all my life. Home-schooled and farm-raised, I’m so naive that my best friend calls me Pollyanna. I like to believe the best about people. Nikolai is part of this new life, and he’s terrifying to me. Not because his eyes are cold or my friend warns me away from him, but because he’s the only man who has ever seen the real me beneath the awkwardness. With
him, my heart is at risk . . . and also, my life.
Sometimes the line between good and bad simply depends which side you're on... Good guys can have unsavory secrets, while so-called criminals can live by a code of ethics rivaling that of any law enforcement agency. Bending the law for money, power, or revenge is one thing, but what if you're bending it for your family-for love? Who would choose to become
involved with a man who walks on the dark side... Some men will go to any lengths, legal or not, and make no apologies to protect their way of life and all they hold dear. But you don't always choose who you love, and sometimes you just have to decide if you're bold enough to risk it all and go along for the ride. Thirteen masterful authors come together to present Men
of Mayhem. Compelling stories of loyalty and passion, love and lust, in which the moral and ethical lines are blurred, and call into question the notions of right and wrong. What could be more exciting than taking a leap of faith...and landing in the arms of the last man you'd expect-but the only one who truly makes you feel alive? What if your road to happiness leads to...
Men of Mayhem
WINNER OF 12 LITERARY AND DESIGN AWARDS! The unreal but TRUE story of the unknown casino that changed Las Vegas forever! After a horrific blaze destroyed Willie Martello's El Rey Club in 1962, fifty years would pass before anyone knew of how that casino and one-time brothel influenced LAS VEGAS casinos, upset the mob, and inadvertently launched the
career of Francis Ford Coppola. Were it not for the chance discovery of a single photo in a Las Vegas museum, the El Rey Club would only be known as the seedy brothel where Senator Harry Reid learned to swim. Martello's accomplishments should place him among magnates like Howard Hughes or Steve Wynn, yet very few know his name. Featuring over 140 rare
or unseen photos, these vibrant stories are now brought to light! ------------------------------------------------------------------- "Who else could tell the story of Willie Martello? The rare photos alone are worth the price of admission. My only regret is that I didn't write this book." -Robert Graysmith, New York Times Bestselling Author of Zodiac, Auto-Focus, and Black Fire "Quick,
funny, and extremely intelligent!" -Mark L. Walberg,Host, Antiques Roadshow (PBS) "A literal time machine...a read that not only unleashes the imagination, but authenticates the splendor of Las Vegas' golden years." -Todd Newton,Emmy-winning game show host, author, and Las Vegas performer "Andy Martello has written a fascinating biography of Willie Martello. It is
a long-awaited addition to my Nevada history shelf." -Mark Hall-Patton,Clark County Museum System Administrator,Pawn Stars, American Restoration (The History Channel) "LONG LIVE WILLIE MARTELLO!" -Richard B. Taylor,Author, historian, Las Vegas casino owner WINNER! 2014 International Book, 2014 USA Best Book Awards, Florida Book Festival, Great
Southwest Book Festival WINNER! Silver Medals, 2014 Readers' Favorite International Book Awards, 2014 American Advertising Awards for book design (The ADDYs) FINALIST! Best New Non-Fiction, USA Best Book Awards, 2014 Red City Review Book Awards RUNNER-UP! 2014 Hollywood and Beach Book Festivals HONORABLE MENTION!, Great Midwest and
Southern California Book Festivals
For the Love of Luca
Folsom
Men of Mayhem
From First to Last
Unruly
The Lawyer and the Tramp
I won't take no for an answer. She says she's an innocent student and I've made a terrible mistake. I'm a cruel mafia boss. I don't make mistakes. I'm going to punish my captive for what she's done to me. Ravage her until she begs me to stop. Then I'm going to control her
body, mind, and soul. Make her cry out my name in ecstasy. And when she can't take any more of my obsessive dominance? I'm going to make her my bride. The Mafia Don's Captive is a dark romance, third standalone in the Obsessive Mobster series. It contains intense scenes
that may trigger some readers including firm discipline and humiliating punishment. Please only buy if comfortable with possessive D/s themes.
From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Author Max Monroe comes a new standalone romantic comedy. Lola My name is Lola Sexton, and I'm a sex addict. Okay...that's a lie. Truth is, I'm a serial dater turned dating and relationship columnist for The San Francisco
Times. My readers call me Sex. Sex Says. I love my job. I love my life. And I hate Reed Luca. Reed My name is Reed Luca, and I'm a liar. Ironically, that's the truth. I'm 31, and my occupation is...well, complicated. My favorite kind of woman comes in all shapes and
sizes, but always has a big brain. I've never hated anything. Lola Sexton hates me. Luckily, it's a thin line between love and hate, and with my help, pretty Lola will only be able to straddle that line for so long.
A complete standalone. After a lifetime of loss, Logan Wade has no faith in things such as justice. He screws and discards women with ease, and deep down, he doesn't even know who he is anymore. He's an agent who's defecting to the Chicagoan mafia, the Syndicate. However,
Logan's tightly scheduled plans derail when he meets Rosalia Calderone, the mafia counselor's daughter, who's ten years younger, reckless, and doesn't know when to keep quiet. Shrouded under the secrets of her parents, Rosalia has been kept out of mafia business her
entire life until unforeseen circumstances thrust her into Logan's path. As she grows closer to him, Rosalia sees that there's much more to Logan than what he shows the world. Even though she realizes it's dangerous to fall for a closed-off man like him, she's a girl who
always follows her heart. What starts as a forced acquaintance turns into an illicit affair where risks are taken and bonds are broken, and Logan and Rosalia learn that love can be disastrous. Every action has a consequence, and matters of the heart are no exception. A
New Adult Mafia Romance novel. *Free Kindle Unlimited Books. **Mature Content From Soraya Naomi, Amazon Bestselling Author of For Fallon and For Luca. Novel Grounds Semi Annual Literary Awards 2014 winner of Best Breakout Novel For Fallon (Chicago Syndicate, #1).
Prison breaks, thwarted love affairs, buried treasure—"The Count of Monte Cristo" has it all. If you love Dumas' "The Three Musketeers", this is your next must-read adventure. In Volume I, we meet Frenchman Edmond Dantes. His future looks bright: a new job as a ship’s
captain and marriage to the beautiful Mercedes. But a trio of jealous men are plotting his downfall. And on the day of his wedding, they have him arrested on false charges of treason. Locked away on an island prison in the Mediterranean Sea, all hope seems lost. But
Edmond never gives up his dreams of escape and exacting his revenge. Hugely popular in its day, "The Count of Monte Cristo" is still a page-turner. No wonder it’s been made into dozens of movies, including a 2002 version starring Guy Pearce. Alexandre Dumas (1802 - 1870)
was a hugely popular 19th Century French writer. Born of mixed French and Haitian heritage, Dumas first rose to prominence in Paris as a playwright, but later gained international fame with his historical fiction. Often co-authored with other writers, these stories wove
together swashbuckling adventure, romance, and real events from France’s past. Among the best known are "The Three Musketeers", and its sequels "Twenty Years After", and "Le Vicomte de Bragelonne: Ten Years Later". Set across four decades, this trilogy follows the rise of
the dashing D’Artagnan—from hot-headed soldier to trusted captain under Louis XIV. Dumas’ other novels include "The Count of Monte Cristo" and "The Black Tulip". His works have been adapted into more than 200 movies, including The Man in the Iron Mask starring Leonardo
DiCaprio.
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